Kinetics of nucleoside transport in human erythrocytes. Alterations during blood preservation.
The transmembrane equilibration of radiolabeled uridine was measured by rapid kinetic techniques in human erythrocytes from freshly drawn blood and in the same cells during conventional storage of the blood as well as in cells from outdated blood. Our results confirm earlier reports that the maximum velocity of uridine equilibrium exchange (Vee) at 25 degrees C is about 30% lower in outdated than fresh red cells, whereas the opposite is the case for the Michaelis-Menten constant for equilibrium exchange (Kee), and that maximum zero-trans efflux (Vzt21) is about 4-times greater than maximum zero-trans influx (Vzt12) in outdated cells (directional asymmetry), whereas they are about the same in fresh red cells. At 25 degrees C, the nucleoside-loaded carrier of fresh cells moves on the average 6-times more rapidly than the empty carrier, whereas the differential mobility of loaded and empty carrier from outdated cells is about 15-fold. Our results also show that greater efflux than influx in outdated cells is not due to a general leakiness of outdated cells, that the differences in kinetic properties of the transporter developed during the first two weeks of blood storage and that the differences are greatly amplified when transport is measured at 5 degrees C rather than 25 degrees C. At 5 degrees C, the loaded carrier from outdated red cells moves about 325-times more rapidly than the empty carrier and maximum zero-trans efflux exceeds maximum zero-trans influx about 14-times, whereas the transport of fresh cells exhibits directional symmetry just as at 25 degrees C. The changes in kinetic properties of transport induced by temperature and storage are probably related to structural alterations in the plasma membrane and suggest that the operation of carrier is subject to modification by the membrane environment. Other results show that the kinetics of the sugar transport of human red cells is not affected in the same manner by blood storage as those of the nucleoside transporter.